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“What makes you think people will be
interested in a book about this band?”
This question was posed not by a literary
agency or publisher but my father, with
more curiosity than menace. There was a
little heat, though — glances were shared
with our mixed company and I caught
apprehension swimming in their eyes.
Unease hit me.
“Do you know Metallica?” I began.
“Yeah, you liked them a lot when you were
a teenager.”
“No, actually that was Megadeth. Metallica
is more popular than Megadeth. Metallica
is probably the most popular heavy metal
band in the world.”
“Okay.”
“The Misfits influenced Metallica. Guns n’
Roses, another extremely popular hard rock
group, they were influenced by the Misfits
too. I think that, in addition to people who
are just fans of the Misfits, people who are
interested in where Metallica and Guns n’
Roses came from artistically will want to
read about the Misfits.”
“Oh, okay.”
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THE ACTION OF INTRODUCING
In 2013 my first book was published, a biography of punk
rock band the Misfits called This Music Leaves Stains: The
Complete Story of The Misfits. The founders of the band,
singer Glenn Danzig and bassist Jerry Only, declined to
participate, as did most other Misfits. There’s also barely
any pictures in the thing.
And yet Stains (as I like to call it) managed to get decent
notice. The Austin Chronicle gave it a favorable review. My
mother read most of it and said she was interested to learn
Henry Rollins had been in Black Flag. Libraries in South
Africa, Sweden, Thailand, Malaysia, Iraq, Israel, Germany,
Australia, Germany, Ecuador, Turkey, Lebanon, Abu Dhabi,
and Afghanistan have all purchased copies of Stains, or so
the OCLC World Cat database tells me. You can find it in
plenty of libraries and book stores around North America
as well, including Barnes & Noble, if that’s your bag.
My friends all tell me the book’s pretty good and I believe
most of them. Every once in a while, a complete stranger
will e-mail me to say they loved This Music Leaves Stains;
that conjures up a feeling hard to top.
“I bet you have a lot of great stories about writing this
book,” people occasionally remark, and they’re correct. That’s what this is — all the interesting
behind-the-scenes gunk from This Music Leaves Stains. How a freelance hillbilly with zero cred
convinced a large publisher to create a book about one of the most volatile and litigious bands
in existence without input from most of the members. Who was nice and cool to me while I was
working on it, who wasn’t, what happened (and didn’t) once the book was published, what the
book tour was like, and a few anecdotes and asides I dropped from the final manuscript.
Is this self-indulgent and masturbatory? Probably. Admitting that up front absolves me if I soar
too far up my own shit box.
“The ego is simply your symbol of yourself.” - Alan Watts
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2010 may have been the worst year of my life. I’d taken a lot of personal and

professional risks in the previous five years and not much was panning out. A few risks became
terrible mistakes, and often I would consciously think, Wow, this is absolutely not the right thing
here but I’m not gonna do anything to try and fix it. Debt was mounting, I wasn’t getting along
with people who cared about me, my dental hygiene was a train wreck. I was 31 and starving in
Brooklyn. Part of me felt like I was receiving what I deserved for being total garbage in my 20s.
Spoiled, entitled, arrogant, callous. Another part of me has always been throbbingly optimistic,
so I tried looking ahead. Very little was coming together, though, and the agony felt heavy.
I think it was during the Summer of that year that I had the first urge to write a book about the
Misfits. It dawned on me one day that no one had written a full volume on this group, which
struck me as odd considering the continued interest / “normalization” of punk rock and the
remarkable success both the Misfits and their singer Glenn Danzig had achieved since the
original disintegration of the quartet in 1983. Misfits records had intoxicated me since I was a
teenager — wasn’t that reason enough to try and author the definitive book on their story?
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For the next year, however, This Music Leaves Stains was a back burner
project. My full time job was writing for Crawdaddy!, the rock magazine
that experienced its heyday 40 years prior and came back in 2007 as a
website. I came aboard shortly after the Internet relaunch as a periodic
contributor; by 2010, I was blogging for Crawdaddy! Monday through
Friday, writing one or two features a month, and sometimes updating
code for the website. Eventually I also started writing a column on
Saturdays. A significant workload which paid handsomely — the owner
had deep pockets — but I was so deeply in debt it barely mattered. I
never had any money and I didn’t yet have the confidence to try and
negotiate a lower settlement with my collection agency.
I would have written for Crawdaddy! for nothing, though. Everyone on
editorial staff was incredible. Writers had absolute freedom in terms of
content, form, structure. This was the perfect opportunity to hone my
craft. Writing every day, churning it out.
People read the thing, too. Our comments sections were always a fucking circus.
You’re never gonna believe this but the first article Crawdaddy! ever published by me in August
of 2007 was called “The Night The Lights Went Out on Danzig.” It’s a thousand or two words
of “Wow, I can’t believe Glenn Danzig got his clocked cleaned in a backstage fight in 2004,
and the whole thing was captured on amateur video. His belt buckles were always so big.”
Maybe not the apex of my collected works but also not the nadir.
“The Night The Lights Went Out on Danzig” generated pages and pages of comments from
both pro and anti Danzig contingents. It was within these comments that an alleged Baptist
minister named John Sargent stepped forward with his own account of creaming Danzig.
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Reaction to John Sargent’s story was also divided.

Sargent chimed in once more for clarification’s sake.

Crawdaddy! came to an abrupt halt in June 2011. The guy who owned it, the one with the
deep pockets, was obsessed with the website’s traffic and did not give a dirty pigeon’s taint
about our content. We felt like we were doing something a little different in the enormously
crowded field of rock journalism, but the visitor numbers weren’t great compared to what our
guy was hearing about other websites. I like to think all the writers and editors would have
taken pay cuts if the owner wanted to start an advertising department. I would have. Alas,
before conversations like that could even happen (as far as I know), Crawdaddy! was sold to
Paste, a music review website with greater brand recognition.
This was the week after the film Super 8 was released. I had seen it and was working on a story
about some of the music in the film when our Editor in Chief Angie Zimmerman called me.
Direct phone contact between Crawdaddy! employees was rare. This was either going to be
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fantastic news or tragic news. Of course it was the latter. No more Crawdaddy!. All our work
would move to Paste’s website and we’d be jobless. Crawdaddy dot com would be shuttered.
“I put your name at the top of the list for the Paste editors,” Angie told me, referring to the
notion that Paste might take some of the Crawdaddy! writers along with our old content. A
kind gesture on Angie’s part, touching even, but that went nowhere. The folks over at Paste,
understandably, didn’t leap at the chance to take any of us. It’s not fair to bring a kitchen staff
from one Burger King to another and tell the manager, “These people need paychecks too.”
That said, the Paste representatives I interacted with were a little more hostile than necessary,
and they treated all the Crawdaddy! content like filth-ridden diapers. They reran our material
with no bylines or paragraph breaks and were incensed when we called them on it.
But I digress. At this point I could devote my days entirely to the Misfits book idea. So I went
for it. I was already in debt and unemployed. What did I have to lose?
Below, my corner in Brooklyn for five beautiful insolvent years.
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Previously I had attempted to get numerous book projects off the
ground with very minimal success. When I was 23 I convinced several
flagship members of Dead Kennedys to help me author a biography
of their band; unfortunately their singer Jello Biafra was extremely
against this idea and that killed my momentum. After that I tried to
get a collection of essays about Star Wars fan culture published but
even with an agent pressing the flesh that went nowhere. At other
intervals I was working on a “memoir” about my adolescence, a field
guide to obscure soft drink brands, and a book exploring the history
of Groundhog Day. It’s astounding how many weather-predicting
(excuse me — prognosticating) rodents there are in North America.
So I was familiar with the basic route to getting a book published.
Write a proposal, write a query letter, send either or to publishers
and literary agents, sit back, see if it goes anywhere, hope the
passion doesn’t evaporate after a couple months of nothing.
Since I had nothing else going on professionally, I was researching
and writing parallel to sending out proposals / query letters. The
first person interviewed for This Music Leaves Stains was Todd
Swalla in September of 2010. Todd drummed for the Necros and sat
in with the Misfits numerous times during their original incarnation
(most notably at their final show with Danzig in 1983). My pitch to
him was along the lines of “I have no idea if anything will happen
with this but could you help me anyway?” Todd was great about
everything, open and helpful and excited on my behalf. That
boosted my confidence about all this.
Even if I couldn’t make this happen, I knew it was a smart idea — a
book about the Misfits. They had a discernible cultural impact and
their music is celebrated the world over because it is in so many
ways unique. My thinking then and now is that this group is at least
as popular as Morrissey, and there have been loads of books about
Morrissey. And so it was frustrating when interested parties would
respond to my pitch with really left field shit.
The best example came from a publisher who told me they were on
the fence but would be happy to draw up a contract if I could prove
Glenn Danzig had murdered anyone. Maybe this was meant to be a
joke. It didn’t read like one, but jokes is hard and sometimes e-mails
can be even harder. For the record, in all my years of Misfits study, I
have never uncovered any evidence that suggests any member of
this band has committed homicide.
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Here are a few snippets from the Misfits book proposal I floated around, which was constantly
revised and specifically tailored for different publishing venues. Red text indicates present day
notes. Yes, the preliminary working title for this book was Horror Business. Kirk Hammett’s 2012
book Too Much Horror Business dried that up real fast. As you can see, we cycled through at
least two other titles before landing on This Music Leaves Stains.

“Glenn Danzig faced an uncertain future” is also a phrase you’d hear Don LaFontaine say at the
beginning of a trailer for a biographical Misfits film produced in the early ‘90s.
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WIERZĘ W CUDA
(I BELIEVE IN MIRACLES)
On October 6, 2011, Music Editor Bennett Graff from
Scarecrow Press, a subsidiary of the Rowman & Littlefield
Publishing Group, responded to the proposal I’d sent a few
weeks or a month earlier by saying it had been “reviewed”
and he wanted “to think this through some.” A positively
glowing response compared the general feedback. My
optimism was rising.
What made me pitch to Scarecrow? They had published a
book about Butterfly McQueen, and something about that
suggested to me they might be willing to put out a book about the
Misfits. Butterfly McQueen is another vital part of our cultural fabric and
there should be loads of books about her life and legacy. There aren’t,
though. Just Butterfly McQueen Remembered by Stephen Bourne,
published by Scarecrow Press.
Bennett’s message was tempered with a warning that his division wasn’t a trade
publisher; Scarecrow worked through wholesale distributors and their “buyers tend to be
libraries.” So this theoretical tome would not instantly be available on the shelves of anyone’s
local book store. Hey, fine, I’ll take what I can get. Scarecrow also wanted to make sure what I
wrote would place the Misfits in a proper cultural context. There had to be an academic bend
explaining why the band is important. They weren’t interested in “a gossipy biography.”
I agreed, realizing my original proposal utilized too much sensationalistic language. It leans into
the mythos and legend surrounding the Misfits…I think I was just trying to get people excited. I
wrote a lot of it on a long plane ride at some point in 2010; maybe the altitude got to me.
By this point, six years into my freelance writing career, I was aware that the publishing world
likes to move at a snail’s pace. It can take an ice age for editor to look at a piece or for a piece
to run or (god forbid) for a check to be cut. So I was prepared to wait a while on the official yay
or nay from Scarecrow. When people would ask about my work or my current projects at this
juncture I tried to be honest but I felt like just another hopeless dink — “Oh, this publisher,
they’re really thinking about my book idea. I’m just waiting for the e-mail.”
The wait ended on Christmas Eve. Bennett messaged me that evening to say the deal was
concrete. Scarecrow Press would be publishing my book about the Misfits. I was sitting at my
parents’ kitchen table when that e-mail arrived. No one else was around. So I got that moment
all to myself. My immediate reaction? Well, now I gotta do it. I gotta write a Misfits biography.
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It has never been lost on me how quickly all this fell into place and I understand anyone and
everyone resenting me for it. There are many more clever and deft writers out there, writers
with bigger and better ideas, languishing in a void. Writers who’ve spent decades trying to get
their work published, to no avail. If it makes you feel any better, in several ways This Music
Leaves Stains getting off the ground so quickly worked against me.
Suddenly I had to make firm decisions about this
thing that had only existed in my head. How long
will it take me to complete the manuscript? How
many pages? How many words? You’re asking
this like I’ve been contracted to write a book
before. I didn’t realize how abstractly I was
thinking in regard to this Misfits book until
someone told me they wanted to publish it.
My lack of credentials posed a different and
bigger problem, I think. At the time the most
known entity on my résumé was Crawdaddy!,
and it wasn’t all that known (it still isn’t, even
though it predates Rolling Stone in the field of
rock n’ roll criticism). If a writer reaches out to
you for participation in a story, wouldn’t you be
more likely to speak with them if they’re from an
established entity? There’s a reason heads of
state sit down with Time and not Fucko, A
Publication of Zero Repute.
Several people I contacted to interview for This Music Leaves Stains told me they get requests
like this all the time and they could not be bothered — of course, the unspoken remainder of
that sentence is “unless you’re a brand or you pay me.”
Paying anyone for an interview makes one instantly tabloid, which is no good, and I only
seriously considered it when Arthur Googy, who played drums on the highly regarded 1982
Misfits album Walk Among Us, told me via an intermediary he’d speak for dosh. Arthur quit the
Misfits the same year Walk Among Us was released and had been a ghost ever since, never
granting interviews or appearing anyplace Misfits fans might bother him. He could offer
fascinating perspective, potentially. Alas, when pressed for an exact dollar amount, Arthur
Googy had no answer. True to form, he disappeared after that.
When I was conducting research for my second book, 2017’s Brave Punk World, it was much
easier to convince people to talk to me because This Music Leaves Stains exists. “Oh, you’ve
done something.” A few people had even read it. Before 2013, however, my only credential for
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this was a passion for the Misfits and their bizarre, unlikely story. That got me somewhere. By
which I mean I got one of Glenn Danzig’s administrative assistants on the phone.
“Glenn doesn’t dismiss anything out of hand,” this guy told me. “He considers every offer way
more than people think.” Hopeful, promising? During the same conversation, the admin said,
unprompted, “You’ll never get me to say anything bad about Glenn.”
A tiny indication of just how circled the wagons could be during this period of investigation.
Talented musicians engender great loyalty, and Glenn Danzig is no different. My experience
working on this book involved many individuals, some of whom hadn’t collaborated directly
with Glenn in years, insisting they had to double check with the singer before agreeing to
speak with me. A few of the people under this umbrella have enjoyed healthy careers of their
own independent of Glenn Danzig’s music and art. I appreciate a strong platonic bond but
occasionally this dynamic struck me as very Godfather.
“I have a great relationship with Glenn,” late ‘70s Misfits drummer Jim Catania told me.
“When’s the last time you saw him?”
“Oh, we haven’t spoken in 15 years.”
There was a bit of this on the other side of the fence — people who needed founding Misfits
bassist Jerry Only to sign off on whatever they did. Plenty of these figures wound up evading
me, as did Glenn and Jerry (neither responded to any interview request). Also, every once in a
while a person who had previously agreed to help and assured they could convince their close
personal friend Glenn / Jerry to bend my ear would vanish as if they’d never existed. Attempts
to contact them again would prove fruitless. The assumption is they were instructed not talk
with me, but I hate to assume.
Working on This Music Leaves Stains prompted me to contact
several contemporaries of the Misfits who do not have
reputations for being supremely polite. Thankfully I can
report to you that T.S.O.L. singer Jack Grisham, Meatman
Tesco Vee, the members of Metallica, and Henry Rollins
were all cordial in their responses — sometimes even
encouraging as they opted out of participation.
David Cross, by the way, does not wear a Misfits tshirt in Men in Black because he’s any kind of ardent
fan. It was given to him by wardrobe. He told me this
without using any bad language.
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Scarecrow Press granted me an editorial freedom on This Music Leaves Stains that I would
describe as “near absolute.” The only quibble we had over content in the manuscript involved
a reference to David Letterman. They thought I was overstating the talk show host’s cultural
influence in the 1990s. I don’t remember the exact outcome of this exchange. I think the
sentence was revised. I think I revised it.
Yes, the publisher handed me the reigns. I even came up with the concept for the book’s
cover. The tradeoff, if you want to view it that way, was Scarecrow’s refusal to pay for any
imagery used in the book. Standard procedure for an academic publisher, they told me. You
want pictures in this thing, you gotta pay for ‘em. I was still broke as an Eddie Murphy joke,
so this torpedoed my vision for a visually rich scrapbook aesthetic. Something akin to Monte
Melnick’s On The Road With The Ramones — both detailed history and feast for the eye.
Photography is an art and all photographers deserve their share. I chagrin no one for charging
what they believe to be worth. It’s just a drag I couldn’t afford to license most Misfits images
even when shutter bugs were offering me a rare deal. This is another area where at least one
person promised to comprehensively hook me up and then cut me off like so much chum. The
individual in question retains a king’s ransom of quite rare Misfits pictures. I held them in my
hand, not believing the bargain that lay before me. Of course it was too good to be true.
The highest licensing fee anyone quoted for a Misfits-related photo was Paramount Pictures.
They held the copyright at the time for The Crimson Ghost, the 1940s film serial from which
the Misfits borrowed their iconic skull logo. I was curious about including a still of the titular
character until Paramount told me a single image would cost $2,500. Maybe in my next life.
I’m extremely fortunate Kevin Salk granted me permission at a Crazy Eddie level price to use
his pictures of the Misfits from a 1983 performance in Goleta, California for the cover of This
Music Leaves Stains. They’re reprinted in full in the middle of the book with one or two extra
shots. At first I had strong feelings against putting the pictures inside the book because I was
still sore about not obtaining more imagery illustrating the different periods in Misfits history.
Now I’m happy and proud readers can see Kevin Salk’s historical documentation. His photo
composition captures something profound about the band, their dynamic, their personalities.
You don’t have to pay to put a picture on a blog, so eventually I launched a corresponding
Tumblr to showcase all the Misfits photos I couldn’t afford to put in the book. It’s still up and
ready for perusing at thismusicleavesstains.tumblr.com.
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“I can tell you’re not an asshole.”
That’s how Frank LiCata — alias Franché Coma, Misfits guitarist on Static Age
— ended our conversation for This Music Leaves Stains. A warming sentiment
I wanted to print on the back of the book.
The adrenaline rush that comes with interviewing people you don’t know is
one of the best parts about this line of work. That total unknown of how this
human will respond to me and my personal dynamic and how I’ll respond to
theirs…it’s gambling. Will they be loquacious or gruff? Will they be sober or
high as fucking shit? Can they trust me? Can I trust them?
On the whole, I’d say everyone I interviewed at length for Stains was really
into the idea of what I was trying to do, or convinced me they were. I think it
presented a nice break from requisite talking points for a few of these people.
How many times a day must Ian MacKaye face fact he was in Minor Threat and
Fugazi? Is there any moment in a given week when Bruce McCulloch doesn’t
realize he’s a Kid in The Hall? On the flip side, this is probably also why so
many Misfits declined to be involved with Stains.
Michale Graves, the singer who replaced Danzig when the Misfits reformed in
the 1990s, got involved, thankfully. He was exceedingly gracious with his time
and exercised what I perceived to be amazing candor. This surprised me, but
I’m not sure why. What did I expect from Michale Graves? A lecture about
George W. Bush? We avoided politics, but religion came up once. Marriage,
according to Michale, always takes place before God. I had / have my doubts
but I didn’t want to argue with the man who authored “Dig Up Her Bones.”
I got on the phone with Brian Baker (pictured) and he told me there was
plenty of time to chat because he was waiting on a couch delivery. It’s my
failure that I didn’t ask what kind of couch. I feel it would be impossible to
guess what furniture style any member of Bad Religion prefers.
When I e-mailed GWAR about interviewing their singer Dave Brockie, they
asked if I wanted him to be “in character” as Oderus Urungus (a murderous
alien space pirate he portrayed onstage) or “the real dude.” I opted for the
latter; I couldn’t imagine Oderus answering any questions without launching
into a monologue about the diseases consuming his penis. Dave was just as
rollicking and comical without the persona, though, and I believe he was the
most passionate Misfits fan I ever talked to in my life.
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”Your band has just as many lawsuits as records.” This is a flip remark I made

to Bobby Steele, Misfits guitarist between 1978 and ’80, during a conversation after This Music
Leaves Stains had been published. He laughed, thank god, and insisted, “More!”
Indeed, a great portion of research time for Stains was spent locating, obtaining, and reading
legal documents from the many instances wherein the Misfits have tried to sue each other or
someone else. Often this would involve visiting a Tri-State area court house or hall of records,
but online legal databases were probably more useful. That said, PACER (our nation’s leading
electronic repository for such documents) is an archaic nightmare with a bullshit interface and,
even though they only charge by the cent, everything they hold should be free to access. I say
this because it is democratic principle and also because I was so broke when I was accessing
files at one point I had to borrow a friend’s credit card for what amounted to a 35 cent charge.
Even with these accessible resources, even with interviewees providing information both on
and off the record, gathering the documents pertaining to the most significant Misfits lawsuit
— the 1992 civil case Jerry Only instigated against Glenn Danzig that ended in a settlement
rewarding the former with merchandising, performing, and recording rights — was difficult.
Maybe I wasn’t going down the right avenues. It sure felt like I was exhausting every possible
contingent for a direct line to these papers.
If someone doesn’t want you to see something, you won’t see it.
Eight months after Stains was released in paperback,
the 106 page page civil docket detailing Caiafa, et al
v. Anzalone, et al was delivered to me (Caiafa and
Anzalone are the birth surnames of Jerry and Glenn,
respectively). A legal eagle decided I do good work
and rewarded me. This happened a few times after
publication; a reader approving, then contacting me
with a puzzle piece. I take Bobby Steele at his word
that he was experiencing personal problems while I
was working on Stains between 2010 and 2012 as to
why he couldn’t be reached, but I’d understand if he
was also motivated by a sense of let’s wait and see
what this guy’s really about.
But I digress. Thanks to the litigious nature of the Misfits, I am now greatly familiar with legal
jargon like “pursuant to” and “designation of origin” and “defendant lacks knowledge or
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations.” Did I ever consider this
reality the first time I put Walk Among Us in my CD player in 1998? Absolutely not.
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SELECTED MISFITS LORE EXCISED FROM THE FINAL MANUSCRIPT
While Danzig the band was out touring for and promoting 1990’s Danzig II: Lucifuge, a young
fan got in touch with them and requested an interview. Danzig agreed and suggested a local
strip club as the backdrop for this conversation. The underage fan balked at this, so instead
Danzig and this kid went to a local pumpkin carving contest.
I believe this was all taking place in the Midwest somewhere. So Danzig and the kid are at this
pumpkin carving contest, and at some point Glenn Danzig saunters up to the table where the
gourds are being judged and purposely slams a couple to the ground. Immediately one of the
contest organizers accosts him, demanding an explanation and really laying into him.
“Who, me?” was Danzig’s apparent response. “I didn’t do nothin’!”
This sent the organizer through the roof. Danzig and his party were ejected from the pumpkin
carving contest and presumably banned from whatever venue was hosting this event.
—On Halloween night of 1988, a writer for the zine YesZista interviewed Jerry Only after a Misfitsrelated record signing at a Tower Records in Lower Manhattan (despite the fact the Misfits did
not release any records in 1988 and the band had been broken up for six years). During the
signing a fan handed Jerry a copy of the first Samhain album; Jerry responded by drawing
“cartoony beards” on Glenn Danzig and the other guys in his post-Misfits band.
The real meat of this story, however, is the fact the YesZista
interview took place as Jerry, his brother Doyle, and the
mysterious drummer known as Murph walked from Tower
Records to Grandpa’s Belle Gente, the Italian restaurant owned
by “Munsters” actor Al Lewis. Is there any restaurant more on
brand for the Misfits? Imagine bumping into Jerry and Doyle on
Halloween night and they tell you, “Yeah, we’re heading over to
Grandpa Munster’s place.”
Would you even believe it?

—After a Misfits concert in the late ‘90s, a woman let Michale Graves know she wanted to dig up
his bones, if you catch my drift. Michale was intrigued but ultimately decided the feelings were
not reciprocal. Hurt, the woman laid down in front of the bus the Misfits were riding in, refusing
to move until she got a taste of Michale. This incident caused significant delay for the band and
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everyone yelled at Michale to just take her to bed. In the multiple times I’ve heard this yarn it is
never made clear how the situation was resolved.

—Once, I was told, while Doyle was riding in a car being driven by Danzig, the former was paying
a compliment to the latter regarding songwriting abilities. Doyle said something to the effect
of, “I don’t know how you do it, how you write songs like that.” Glenn’s response was very
Glenn — “I’m writin’ ten songs in my head right now!”

—There is an account from Danzig’s teenage years in Lodi that involves the singer purchasing a
hearse. Danzig did not have a driver’s license at the time, so he left the vehicle in his parents’
backyard until further notice. The hearse sat there for years, allegedly, untouched, slowly
becoming one with the vegetation. Eventually it was towed away at the parents’ behest.
I readily admit this could simply be a piece of “Munsters” fan fiction a weirdo retrofitted with
Glenn Danzig to fool and mock me.

—Before a Misfits concert in 1999 at a venue in St. Petersburg, FL, Jerry Only and Doyle were
signing trinkets for assembled fiends outside the front gate. One concertgoer in his early 20s
was desperate for a signature but had nothing to sign. Nothing, that is, except a flyer for an
upcoming David Lee Roth performance at the same venue. Perfect, he thought. Jerry Only and
Doyle love Van Halen. They will easily sign this “Diamond Dave” promotional material.
“Hey Jerry,” the lad shouted. “Will you sign this?”
Only’s expression remained blank as he peered down at David Lee Roth’s two dimensional
visage. A few seconds ticked by.
“No.”
Jerry Only strode away, back to the Misfits tour bus or backstage area. Doyle quickly advanced
on the fan, his hulking figure betrayed by earnest sotto voce. “What is it he wouldn’t sign?”
The fan showed Doyle the flyer. A hearty chuckle went up. Doyle turned and disappeared.
Here’s the twist — that young fan was me!

THE PEOPLE ACKNOWLEDGED IN THIS MUSIC LEAVES STAINS
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WHO ARE THEY?
WHAT DID THEY DO?

David Adelman is a roommate I had in Brooklyn
who quickly grew to be a great friend. He’s the
type of guy who gives without second thought
and without anyone asking. Total kindness could
be his middle name. In addition to lending a hand
during the trying times just before Stains got off
the ground, Dave put up with a lot of my cruel
and unnecessary humor.
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Kathleen Bracken and I dated in 2012. She was a devoted cheerleader for this project but also
gave honest feedback, which was appreciated.
Chris Bunkley conducted the aforementioned YesZista
interview with Jerry Only on October 31, 1988. Chris
came through at the last minute with some vital
tidbits and I was impressed by his personable
nature.
Liz Eno I met in 2006 when I worked as a
project editor for Harcourt School
Publishers in Orlando. By 2010 we had
both relocated to Brooklyn, though she
lived way down there in Red Hook (maybe
she still does). Liz had a car (maybe she still
does) and agreed to drive me out to Lodi,
NJ one morning to complete a bit of
research.

Ken Chino, another
Brooklyn roomie, kept
me sane through those
endless and moneyless
nights. He helped me
believe anything was
possible.

Danny Gamble was, in 2012 at least, the
Assistant Head Librarian for Louisiana’s TimesPicayune and he did a wonderful job helping to verify
certain aspects of the 1982 Misfits “grave robbing”
arrest.
Christopher Harris and I attended the same high school in Florida and became a fine pair of
chums. Over the years he’s always been ultra supportive of my endeavors (even the absolute
train wrecks).
Rollie Hatch is a New Jersey native I met through the Manhattan karaoke scene circa 2010.
When I found out he had a car, I asked if he’d mind driving me out to the old Misfits stomping
grounds of Lodi. He did not, and we got to be thick as thieves. Rollie might be the nicest guy
in Jersey, an accusation at which he would surely bristle.
Mark Kennedy founded MisfitsCentral dot com, the robust website so many fiends clung to in
the 1990s for every development concerning this band. Mark was a tough guy to track down
but once we started communicating he couldn’t have been nicer or more accommodating.
Taylor Knoblock is a sweet young man from Goshen who also roomed with me in Brooklyn and
he is also afflicted with too much generosity and kindness. A pretty selfless guy. The only time I
ever saw him worked up was after we dragged him to a Checkers on Long Island. “It’s not even
that good!” he shouted on the ride home.
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Brie Koyanagi, one of the roommates I had longest in Brooklyn, mothered me quite a bit
during the creation of Stains when he really didn’t have to, or shouldn’t have had to, and I’m
lucky a guy like him was just a few feet away when things were really spiraling into the void.
Aaron Knowlton is a Misfits collector who let me try on a vintage leather jacket once owned by
Doyle. He also provided some valuable insight into the world of Misfits collectors.
Pete Marshall played guitar in Samhain and was nice enough to invite me to his place of
employment so I could interview him. Even though he’s worked with the likes of Danzig and
Iggy Pop, Pete’s a humble guy. In the months following our interview, he always gave me at
least a few minutes if I needed to clarify something or get into a subject with more precision.
Mick Mercer wrote one of the greatest record reviews of all time with his critique of the first
Danzig album for Melody Maker in 1988. We corresponded a bit about this and he was very
cool. You never get tired of talented, intelligent people being cool (a running theme of these
acknowledgments).
Rachel Hellion Meyers is now the wife of Rollie Hatch but when I was working on Stains they
were merely girlfriend / boyfriend. Rachel works for a major tech company and she helped me
figure out some approaches to my research that proved important.
Linnéa Olsson is a
guitarist / songwriter
who has performed
with bands like Sonic
Ritual, the Oath, and
Grave Pleasures. We
connected years ago
over a piece I wrote
about Black Sabbath;
we’ve been pen pals
ever since. Like a few
other people, Linnéa
really pressed me to
grab the brass ring
with Stains.
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John Piacquadio has been my dude since seventh grade, and even though I can’t relate to the
amount of time he spends fly fishing, John’s always offered friendship and fun no matter what
the forecast.
Bill Platt and I became pals when he was my manager at a call center job. He helped me
navigate the antiquated and at times utterly nonsensical legal database known as PACER.
Lyle Preslar played guitar in
Minor Threat, Samhain, and the
Meatmen. He also worked at
Caroline Records and gave me
an in-depth look into the label’s
dealings with the Misfits.

Michael Poley worked in the neighboring cubicle at
Harcourt in 2006 where we cracked each other up all
day. While working on Stains I would call him up for
stress relief.

James E. Raymond and James L.
Rumpf I met in the second grade
when our fun teacher decided to
seat all the Jims together. You
could probably write several
volumes about our strange journey
together and apart ever since.
These guys are great at showing
the moral support even as our lives
break off into opposing directions.
Dave Schwartzman, alias Dave
Scott, played drums for Adrenalin
O.D. and we began crossing paths
in Orlando in the ‘90s. He worked
some of his old school connections
to help me research and write the
book. He also is one of the people
who claims to have read Stains in
just one sitting. Always nice to hear.
Mike Stax has been publishing the magazine Ugly Things for decades. He put together the first
great post mortem on the Misfits, digging up all sorts of info and truths. I spoke with Mike
several times at length and it was always a top notch experience.
Bear Steppe and Chopper Steppe are brothers who were in Negative Element. I got to know
Chopper first and actually played in a band with him called Racin For Pinks in Orlando circa
2006. The Steppes are another pair who tapped their punk rock network to clarify and correct
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specifics in the book. Bear also granted me rights to publish some photos he took of the Misfits
in the early ‘80s, photos I ended up not using for some technical reason.
Jim Testa worked for Jersey Beat back in the day and was just awesome helping me sort out
publication timelines of interviews and articles.
John L. Welch is a lawyer who untangled a bit of legalese in regard to the assorted Misfits
lawsuits I was studying closely.
Matt Whiting was the singer / rhythm guitarist for Racin For Pinks but I got to know him a
decade earlier when he played the same role for a band called CP-88. Matt is like an older
brother to me in the sense he always supports my endeavors but also gives me shit for not
liking some obscure hardcore record.
Josh Wyatt is
a friend I
grew up with
who is now a
lawyer. He
read over the
contract
drawn up for
the book to
make sure
Scarecrow
wasn’t fucking
me. He said
they weren’t.

Jay Yuenger played guitar in
White Zombie; these days,
he remasters horror film
scores for vinyl release and
puts up with dopes like me
looking for “the real deal”
about G. Danzig.
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Another element that had to be cut from This Music Leaves Stains because
Scarecrow didn’t want to pay for it was Misfits lyrics. Every song Danzig’s
ever written is registered with the American Society of Composers, Authors,
& Publishers (ASCAP) and they charge hefty sums to reprint lyrics at length.
This was almost more frustrating than not being able to afford more pictures
in the book; Danzig authored so many evocative and affecting couplets in
the Misfits that are worth deeper analysis.
In the end I snuck in a line or two here and there throughout the manuscript.
What, is Danzig gonna sue me over ten or fifteen words? So far, he has not.
This was my excuse when I turned in the final manuscript to Scarecrow and
they immediately said it was too short. “Ah, you made me cut out all this
lyrical analysis!” I saw where the book could use other material, though, so I
went back and got the page count to a respectable 240 (or thereabouts).
Then why, you ask, is the actual book only 182 or so pages? They shrunk the
text size and shaved the margins, I think, to save some production money. I
say “I think” because no one’s ever admitted it point blank.
However, you can see a difference when you compare Stains to other books,
and the one time I brought it up to a rep they didn’t challenge the point.
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The Fall of 2012 was the final heat of manuscript completion, a frenzied period where my brain
felt like pea soup as the sun went down each day. Eight or nine hour stretches re-re-re-writing,
triple fact checking, and worrying about the overall tone. Of course mistakes still managed to
slip through, though I was no less infuriated over that. It still bothers me, but I guess it speaks
to the brain-frying the process of completing a book. Pick up a copy of Hollywood Babylon by
Kenneth Anger and you don’t even think twice — That’s Jayne Mansfield on the cover. At some
point I convince myself that the tragic blonde on the cover of that book is Marilyn Monroe, and
that’s what it says in This Music Leaves Stains. Give me your copy so I can cross that out and
illegibly write “JAYNE MANSFIELD” below it, please.
This Music Leaves Stains was completed mere weeks before
Hurricane Sandy hit New York City that October. My relative
safety was assured, though, as I had relocated to Albany the
previous month to live with a girlfriend. Yes, I took a break
from finishing my first book to move, because I love stress.
This relationship didn’t work out and by the time Mitt
Romney lost the presidential election I was living in the
bachelor life again in a big empty Albany-adjacent
apartment.
Excitement was in the air, though. I had a book coming
out the following February. Is this going to change
everything? Will I need to be more secure online?
What if I start getting a thousand e-mails a day?
Thoughts like that curled around my brain. There
was really nothing for me, a first time author with
absolutely no clout publishing a book on a subject
with which he had no tangible inside connection, to worry
about. This Music Leaves Stains hit the market like a bag of feathers,
in part because the hardcover was treated like academic material — sold mostly
to libraries and colleges. And, like honest academic material, the price for individual
copies was absurdly high. I wouldn’t pay $50 for a book about the Misfits.
It had been decided, however, months before the hardcover was even released that Stains
would see life as a trade paperback. The softer, much cheaper, and more widely available
edition would be published nine months after the first printing. My anger over the exorbitant
hardcover price dissipated. “There’s no rush,” I’d tell people. “Wait for the $14 version.”
Kalen Landow is the person to thank for pushing the book out of academia and into Barnes &
Noble. Kalen worked at Taylor Trade, one of the publisher’s trade paperback divisions, and she
really loved the manuscript. She championed Stains; without her efforts, I don’t think this thing
would exist outside hardcover.
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From what Kalen told me later, This Music Leaves Stains only existed in the first place because
someone at Scarecrow showed the top guys a Facebook fan page for the Misfits that had close
to one million members, or one million members exactly. This was the deciding vote. This fact
amuses and depresses me in equal measure. Five years earlier, this anecdote would surely
revolve around Myspace and that is the only concept more hilarious and sad.
The paperback release was exciting not just because the book would be more affordable and
visible to the general public but also because it presented the opportunity for me to embark on
a book tour. I was dying to hit the road and make appearances at literary outlets from one side
of the country to the other. The Fall of 2013 couldn’t come soon enough.
Below, the official Stains press release. “Pretty much anyone will get a kick out of it.”
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It has been my experience that when you have a book published your friends, your
family, and total strangers will regularly ask you how the book is selling. Like I have
an app on my phone that provides real time statistics. Regularly keeping up with that
stuff would drive me bonkers. It’s also not why I wrote a book about the Misfits. If I
wanted to write a best seller, I would have done a book on Kanye or Batman.
This is not to say I want to be completely in the dark about book sales. Of course I
get curious. I’d like to know what to anticipate for my annual royalty check. So far I’m
in no danger of purchasing a gulfstream jet.
A month after the Stains hardcover came out I e-mailed Bennett about the sales.
“Below average,” he wrote back, “But that’s because it is under-marketed right now.”
Bennett then encouraged me to “spread the word” about Stains, saying Scarecrow
would “never be able to do it at the level of detail you can.” This felt like a peculiar
statement. The publisher of my book, whose parent company was founded in 1949
and boasted maybe20 other imprints, couldn’t market as well as I could? I got a C in
marketing in college.
I’ve written about this before — many people in today’s publishing world believe an
author can be their own marketing solution with Internet presence. This is true if an
author has hundreds of thousands of followers on social media, but the ding dong
writing this still hasn’t cracked over 700 pals on either Facebook or Twitter. I was just
below the Mendoza Line in 2013, so I don’t know what Scarecrow was seeing. Yeah,
James Greene, Jr. is his own marketing machine.
To be fair, Scarecrow suggested to me in some printed materials that I could try
hiring a PR person. I don’t know, this is just me thinking out loud, but it seems like a
publishing place this big should retain their own PR people.
When I met with a person from Taylor Trade about the paperback version of Stains,
one of the first comments they made about marketing was, “I can’t get you on ‘The
Daily Show.’” This was another peculiar remark, I thought, particularly if you watched
“The Daily Show” with regularity. That program’s guests are always political pundits
or A to B list celebrities. I caught the author of a music book on there once — when
Gibby Haynes’ wife wrote the book about City Gardens, where Jon Stewart worked
as a bartender before launching his standup career.
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This is a postcard Ian MacKaye sent
thanking me for his gratis copy of This
Music Leaves Stains. Addresses have
been edited out so time travelers cannot
know where either of us lived in 2013.
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TOURING, TOURING (IT’S NEVER BORING)
Booking the November 2013 tour for the trade paperback of This Music Leaves Stains was a
crash course in what U.S. cities are literati. New York, San Francisco, and Boston, to name an
obvious few, but also Albuquerque, Tucson, Denver. There are so many publishing-related
events in these hubs you often have to set things up a year in advance. I had only half that
time, I think, from when I started booking. Thanks to my pals Yukari and Steve, who hosted a
reading at their apartment, I got New York. The other aforementioned locales eluded me.
New Jersey, the state where the Misfits were born and bred,
also proved too tough a nut to crack. Imagine that, a guy
who has no immediate affiliation with the Misfits writes a
book about them and can’t get dick on their home field.
I also e-mailed a book store in Rhode Island. Even though I
grew up in a pocket of Connecticut closer and more attuned
to the sensibilities of the Big Apple, I cannot deny my youth
took place in and was colored by New England. So I sold
myself as a true patriot to these Rhode Islanders. “I’m from
New England,” I crowed. “Where in New England?” they
asked. “Connecticut.” “Well, that might as well be another
planet.” Sounds like someone’s still mad their state’s highest
point is only 812 feet above sea level.
These defeats were small change because one of the first
places to agree to have me appear was Powell’s, the beloved
book nest in Portland, OR. Powell’s is renowned the country
over and it felt awesome when they told me to come on over.
It didn’t take too long for the rest of the dates to shape up —
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Columbus, Minneapolis, Seattle,. And
I could go mostly by bus, which is cheaper / less hair-raising
than flying or renting a car (in my experience, anyway).
The start of the tour, technically, was an Oct 29 appearance at Full Sail University, the recording
and film production college in Orlando that is either best known for hiring Stedman Graham as
an adjunct professor or allowing Rob Schneider to produce “Real Rob” at its facilities. I did not
see either luminary during my time there.
When the tour was over in December of 2013 I posted a recap on my personal blog. Allow me
to now quote portions of that entry with additional narrative and commentary.
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10/29 ORLANDO, FL @ FULL SAIL UNIVERSITY
“Since Full Sail is a media production school, instead of reading from my book I threw together
a little spiel about punk rock recording techniques (i.e. why the Misfits sound like the Misfits
and not Reeves Nevo and the Cinch). The attendees seemed really into it and appreciative.
The only weird part was realizing the median age in the room was about 19; my references to
’70s game show hosts crashed out like SCUD missiles. Guess my next book should be about
Bob Eubanks.”
“I’m glad I came,” one student told me, “but honestly it was a choice between this and
sleeping on my couch.”
Afterwards I caught dinner at Oblivion Taproom, which is probably the greatest burger place in
Orlando. The second greatest burger place in Orlando is probably the Filling Station. Don’t ask
me where to get good Italian down there. Never really got a handle on that scene.
Orlando is where Olive Garden started. That’s why all the Olive Gardens in Central Florida are
so (relatively) lavish. Don’t go to Olive Garden.
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11/7 BROOKLYN, NY @ YUKARI & STEVE’S APARTMENT
“The private launch party. For some reason I committed to a wine / cheese thing even though
my knowledge of / familiarity with those foodstuffs is entry level…I had to refer to a chart to
make sure I was pairing up the right stuff. No one puked, so I think I did alright. I’m just happy I
got to kill a few hours with so many of the special people I’ve come to know via NYC living
(even the one friend who attempted to purchase a copy of my book with a thirty dollar
Marshalls gift card).
“…the next morning…I visited my hometown, which is just over the New York border in
[Connecticut]. There’s something to be said for New England train stations ensconced in
autumnal colors, not to mention the exact Main Street where I spent so much of my
adolescence kicking piles of leaves, pawing Batman comics, and guzzling Kiwi Strawberry
Snapple (which is about as exotic as my Connecticut got in 1991). The batteries were fully
recharged after that.”
In Connecticut I stayed with my friend Carolyn and her family. They have a furnished basement,
which is where I slumbered, despite Carolyn’s warning that she believed a ghost existed in this
lower portion of the home. Maybe she was just giving me the business. Maybe she was being
fatally honest. Either way, I kept the lights on all night.
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At right: me signing a copy of This Music Leaves Stains
for Carolyn and her family at their dinner table.

11/9 - 11/11 WASHINGTON D.C.
“No event here, just decided to visit some recently
engaged friends and soak up as much Mid-Atlantic
warmth as I could before hitting the frozen tundra of the
Midwest. I also enjoyed the experience of attempting to
eat at Pho Bar, which is one of D.C.’s hotter ramen noodle
spots: walked up their flight of stairs, was received by a
host in a Bathory shirt who informed our party the wait
was two hours and forty-five minutes, laughed, walked
the [hell] out. I instantly wanted to frame this experience.
We ended up down the street at a British pub called the
Queen Vic where I ate chicken curry poutine…as a meal.
My cholesterol is putting up Jeter-like numbers.”

11/12 PITTSBURGH, PA @ LILI CAFE
“The Megabus took the Liberty Tunnel into downtown Pittsburgh, which is not unlike the
transition from ‘real world’ into Toon Town in Roger Rabbit. Everything on Pittsburgh’s non-dt
side is a bit chain restauranty and spread out and nondescript…then you whiz through the
tunnel and at the other end you’re hit with this beautiful twinkling chunk of pure uncut city
couched between three rivers. I’ll admit I was stunned. Even more stunning: the Hampton Inn I
checked into had a hot tub that was still open at 10:30 p.m. Dunked myself into that at the first
opportunity. No bathing suit, just my underwear, ’cause I’m a wild man who can’t be tamed by
society’s rules.
“Thanks to a combination of me knowing exactly one person in Pittsburgh (who was busy that
night) and the Lili Cafe snoozing a bit on promotion, zero humans turned up for my reading in
Steel City. I wish I could tell you I was utterly livid about this, that I threw some kind of hissy fit
and/or was at least minimally depressed. The truth, however, is that I didn’t and still don’t really
care. This was the last date [booked] for the tour and I had a feeling when I set it all up that I
could be facing an empty house situation. Like I said, the amount of people I know in the area
couldn’t fill a tandem bike. Ain’t no thang. I had a perfectly fine time chatting with the barista
on duty and no tears were shed later as I sat alone in Primanti’s and wolfed down one of those
famous sandwiches with the french fries in the middle.”
They put french fries in sandwiches in parts of Ohio, too. Be forewarned.
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11/14 CLEVELAND, OH @ VISIBLE VOICE
Pictured: my terrible photography skills.
“This was my second sojourn to Cleveland in the
past decade and I can now confirm to you that
Drew Carey is not incorrect: Cleveland rocks.
“…the pizza at Crust (which is on the outskirts of
Cleveland’s Bergen Village) is on par with the pie
in [Brooklyn]. Even if you don’t agree, fellow jaded and grumpy New Yorker, you cannot [deny]
Crust’s portion sizes. A single slice is roughly the length and width of a catamaran. I thought I
was being punk’d when the girl brought it out. She literally served it to me on a hunk of wood! I
could barely finish the thing; I got to the crust (ahem) and thought, Well, I’ll just use this as a
walking stick now.
“‘Twas a modest turnout for my reading across the street from Crust at Visible Voice Books, but
those who came were totally amped for my being there, which felt great. Also great: Visible
Voice didn’t just absent-mindedly put the Misfits on their house music, they let me choose my
own pre-show tunes. I went with Rocket From The Crypt, because occasionally I…like to
pretend I have lots of sick tattoos.”
Even though the Rock n’ Roll Hall of Fame had a copy of This Music Leaves Stains at the time
of my visit I did not go in to take a gander. The words of Biff Malibu echoed through my head
— “Pete Townshend’s old socks is far away from rock.”

11/15 COLUMBUS, OH @ THE BOOK LOFT
Pictured: me in my Columbus hotel bathroom, feelin’ cool.
“The Book Loft (a store one could only describe as ‘labyrinthine’;
it feels like you’re just crawling through a cave of books) offered
the first experience I had where someone bought multiple copies
of [Stains] and had me sign them to different people. Very trippy
but cool. Somehow I managed to do it without misspelling anyone’s
name.
“Columbus got the short end of the stick in that I was outta there in
under a day. Thus, I cannot tell you the best place to get artisanal
cheese or eco-friendly pet supplies in that area. What I can tell you is if
you’re picking up the Megabus at the corner of High and Nationwide
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there is no signage and you just gotta trust that it’s gonna show up…”
This nebulous bus stop may have been the situation I was angriest about on the book tour. I
yelled at some guy about it. Some hotel guy in a hotel where I wasn’t even a guest.

11/17 CHICAGO, IL
“Couldn’t book a damn thing [in Chicago] but had to pass through anyway. It rained / sleeted
the whole time, one of those famous wind gusts knocked my camera off what I thought was a
secure piece of fence and broke the lens, the crosswalks appeared to be coated with…quick
slip that slid me around like an ice skater, every person who said they’d party with me suddenly
had a million things to do, and my head was pounding with dull pain the entire time.
“On the plus side, the Silversmith Hotel where I stayed was / is an awesome blend of old timey
and modern, and I had some killer pad thai from nearby Hot Woks Cool Sushi…you haven’t
completely broken my heart (yet), Chicago…but you are certainly not ‘my kind’ of town.”
I’ve been to Chicago since writing these words and all is forgiven.
After I got on the bus to Minneapolis, an hour of silence passed before the guy next to me
asked, “Is this the bus to Cleveland?” With dread I responded, “Noooooo.” He bounded up
frantically and would you believe the bus driver stopped immediately and let this dude off?
This incident naturally made me wonder if I was on the right bus. I love to travel but I
admit some fatigue was beginning to set in. Too many days
where I had to be awake before noon.

11/18 MINNEAPOLIS, MN @ BONESHAKER BOOKS
“Here was the first reading where the crowd was packed to a
standing room only situation (well, the people in the back were
resting a bit on the window sill, so perhaps leaning room only).
Boneshaker Books even set up a snack table for attendees with
motherfucking carrot sticks and hummus! That is, as their FB
page told me upon initial contact, radical and progressive.
“…It was oppressively cold in Minnesota at this point but I
didn’t let that stop me from going to record shops like Extreme
Noise and Electric Fetus and buying stuff like Poison Idea’s Fatal
Erection (purchased at the former) and the Last Action Hero OST
(purchased at the latter).”
At right, I cut a look of some kind at Boneshaker. Yes, I am
drinking a La Croix but I swear they gave it to me.
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I caught a flight from Minneapolis to Seattle and for the first and only time in my life I was precleared for TSA screening (or w/e they call it when you don’t have to be x-rayed). Did I notice
this on my ticket before standing in the security line for half an hour? Of course not! I got on
the plane with a crushing headache and asked an attendant for pain reliever before we even
took off. The pain reliever was from 1974.

11/23 SEATTLE, WA @ CAFE RACER
“Tossed salad and scrambled eggs! Frasier Crane
is a little more uptight than the Seattle I know, but
he still seems like an alright mascot to me. Witty,
urbane, masking some kind of terminal weirdness.
You could do worse, Seattle.
“Had breakfast the next morning with my friend
Kris at Roxy’s, the restaurant where you can order a
shot that includes a slap from your server. I don’t
drink but I considered ordering one of these shots
anyway because the girl taking care of us looked
totally over it and I’m sure she would have rattled
something loose with her love tap. That’s what
you’re paying for, right? You don’t want some sissy
slap. Hit me like I owe you money, sister.”
My reading went very well at Cafe Racer even
though I was preoccupied with how fashionable
every single person in this bar appeared. It was like
they all came in from central casting. Not a schlub
among them, except yours truly. Maybe L7 really
does wear Bob Mackie.
Yes, I know L7 is from California. This is an obscure
reference to a Paul Shaffer record, of all things. I
am not proud.
Seattle is an incredible city for a whole slew of reasons. The cinematic repository Scarecrow
Video (unrelated to my publisher) is one of them. Even if your interest in rare film is merely
passing, one visit to Scarecrow might convince you move to Seattle just to get a membership.
I’ve never seen so many G.G. Allin concert tapes in one place.
And the Le Shok tape pictured — you could have knocked me over with a mouse fart.
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11/25 PORTLAND, OR @ POWELL’S
“Did my thing at Powell’s, one of America’s last great books stores. Definitely battled some
nerves here. Again though, I have to praise the friendly and receptive attitude of those in
attendance. A couple folks even asked to get pictures with me…I tried to look not crazy but
that’s hard when you don’t comb your hair ever and you think giving a double thumbs up is
always endearing.
“Spent the days surrounding my event exploring Portland. What a charming and beautiful city.
Epic nature framing adorable urban / suburban enclaves. Coffee strong enough to stun a yak.
Amazing record stores both big and small (Green Noise and Music Millennium were / are my
faves). A fast food chain called Burgerville that’s more prevalent / delectable than McDonald’s.
Air clean enough to wear to bed. [Although] the city needs a prep course for its recycling
situation. The couple I stayed with had five bins for their waste and I still couldn’t be sure what
went into where. I just tried not to consume at all. That’s sort of beating the system, right?”

I look like beyond stoned in the above photo but the truth is I was only suffering from diarrhea.
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Traveling across the United States to promote a book I wrote about a punk rock band was
extremely cool but I absolutely experienced time displacement. I flew home a day or two
before Thanksgiving and I had forgotten it was November, late November, and the holiday
where we eat stuffing.
My friend who picked me up at the airport was late; he explained he’d been killing time at a
bar, bowling with frozen turkeys. Confusion enveloped me until I checked the date on my
phone. Then I asked, “You were killing time before driving me from the airport at a bar?”
Below, miscellaneous sights from the tour.
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“Have any Misfits read your book? What have they said?”
If Glenn Danzig has read This Music Leaves Stains he’s not commented on it to
anybody in our overlapping Venn diagram. Or if he has, they’ve been sworn to
secrecy.
In what I believe was originally a Facebook post (later confirmed through several
direct phone conversations), Bobby Steele said he felt “vindicated” by the portions
of the book that pertain to his time in the Misfits.
Dr. Chud messaged me to say I “should be proud.” According to a message board
posting on MisfitsCentral dot com, Michale Graves liked the book as well.
I’ve heard through private channels that Jerry Only is no fan of Stains. He’s made
one comment publicly to that degree, adding that the sole reason I managed to
get the book published is because my father worked in the publishing industry.
This was news to me. I thought my father had been a mortgage broker, and that
he’d been in architecture before that. Still, I gave Jerry Only the benefit of the
doubt. I called my parents.
“You’ve always wanted to be a writer. If I worked in publishing, why would I wait
until you were 34 to get you a book deal?”
Sound reasoning, and commiserate with an argument I remember having with my
old man shortly after college graduation in 2003. He asked me where I was going
to get a job. I said no, I wanted to spend the next few years writing a book about
Star Wars fan culture. He hollered the rest of the night. Nobody at Scarecrow
hollered the whole time we were negotiating my book deal.
Time heals all screams, of course, and once Scarecrow decided to roll the dice on
This Music Leaves Stains my father couldn’t have been more supportive. He even
gave me ideas for the cover after I’d explained the history of the Misfits to him.
“An outline of New Jersey with a big dollar sign on top of it!”
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123 CREDIBILITY WAY
In November of 2015 the New Zealand-based publication Love & Pop interviewed me about
This Music Leaves Stains. One question was “Do you think a [Misfits] reunion [with Danzig] will
ever happen, and if it did that it would even satisfy fans?” My response was as follows —
“I suppose stranger things have happened, but I’d be surprised if this became reality, if the
separate parties decided to eat it cost-wise and do something special for their
audience. From what I understand, that’s the issue, dividing up
the percentages. Each guy thinks they deserve an amount the
other guy isn’t on board with. Jerry and Glenn have had enough
success without each other at this point…and I don’t think their
personal bond was ever super strong. Otherwise the band would
have stayed together. Or they would have reunited already.”
Indeed, I would have been surprised if apropos of nothing the four
guys who played on Walk Among Us decided to mount a reunion
tour across our vast nation. The reality of what was announced the
following May — Glenn, Jerry, and Doyle settling their most recent
lawsuit by agreeing to play Misfits songs at a handful of music festival
dates (Riot Fest, in this case) with a drummer to be named later —
struck me as more or less par for the course.
The drummer turned out to be Dave Lombardo from Slayer, a guy who never in his entire life
came within a country mile of being a Misfit. Look, they had to pick somebody they all got
along with and also somebody who has continued playing drums. If you know your Misfits
history, none of the actual drummers can check both those boxes.
These days the easiest course of action for any reuniting group with name value is to go the
festival route. Agree to headline some all day carnival for one, maybe two nights, collect the
money, go home. It’s ultra exclusive that way. They aren’t coming to your town, you have to
come to them. Making you spend extra revenue for gas or airfare or even a hotel is easier than
them sticking it out for weeks at a time on a bus or in a van, staring decades long resentments
in the face all day every day before the 45 minutes to an hour on stage. Of course the Misfits,
whose core members prefer to communicate via lawyer, would take the Riot Fest option.
However, in their glory years the Misfits were never a festival or arena band. They played clubs,
halls, bars, saloons, even eagle lodges. Intimate venues. It would have been more in the spirit
of the “original” Misfits for them to do a string of dates at Irving Plaza or the Whiskey. Better
yet, they could have performed at graveyards. In recent times cemeteries have, for whatever
reason, started to become event spaces. Hollywood Forever regularly has outdoor screenings
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of movies. There’s a cemetery in Jersey City that hosts a big Halloween party every year. Why
would it have been so hard to do something like that?
Outside of money and time, it’s space. There are so many Misfits fans to accommodate. Ten
years ago I went to a Feelies reunion at Maxwell’s in Hoboken and that felt like pandemonium.
So many bodies pressed together inside, enough desperate fans begging for tickets outside. A
Misfits reunion in too small a venue would be an instant fire hazard. Unless the band could
agree to a residency, like the Clash at Bond’s. The significant chunks of time the Misfits have
placed between performances since 2016 suggest they can’t do more than one night in a row.
My phone was overheating the day the Misfits announced their historic gig accord that May. At
least one former Misfits drummer contacted me to see if I could “pull some strings” to get their
name into consideration for the Riot Fest shows.
“I’m sorry, I seem to have misplaced Jerry Only’s phone number.”
People asked me if I was going to these performances and my fallback remark at the time was,
“No, I’ve never seen the Misfits with Danzig and I have to keep that streak alive.” That seemed
more clever than getting into “deep personal feelings” regarding why I “felt some kind of way”
about the Original Misfits Featuring Dave Lombardo, live at the sunburn factory on the other
side of the country. And part of me thought, Well, this won’t actually happen, will it?
It did happen, multiple times. The YouTube clips suggest the band sounded good and the
players were having a ball. Mazel tov to Glenn and Jerry for turning lawsuits into lemonade.
And mazel tov to Citi for
becoming the official credit
card of the Original Misfits for
their May 2018 performance at
Newark’s Prudential Center!
Always pictured Danzig as
more of a Visa guy.
The moral of this editorial:
don’t subtitle your nonfiction
book The Complete Story until
every character has passed on.
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Recently a human in the publishing industry told me they like This Music
Leaves Stains because it is “just the facts.” I can live with having written the
“Dragnet” of Misfits biographies.
If I had the whole thing to do over, I’m not sure how much I would change.
In the rare instance I pick up a copy of the book and flip around, I’m usually
satisfied with the brief portions I catch. I feel like I’ve learned more about
life and the world — and yes, the Misfits — in the five years since Stains and
that would inform any re-write.
Will there ever be a second edition of This Music Leaves Stains, a revised
and updated edition that continues the attempt to tell the “complete” story
of this band? Probably, I’d imagine. The last time I checked in about it with
Scarecrow they said it would be something I’d have to pitch. To whom, I’m
not sure. I’d rather wait until demand is so high that they come to me, but
that may never happen — unless Glenn Danzig murders somebody.
“Jim, if Danzig hasn’t murdered anybody yet he’s probably not going to.”
If Randy Quaid can melt down this far into his journey, anything’s possible.
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ANOTHER BATCH OF MISFITS LORE EXCISED FROM THIS MUSIC LS
Legend has it Jerry Only was considering an attempt to open a Misfits theme park around the
time the group first reunited in 1995. Perhaps this somehow ties in to the 1996 Misfits concert
at New Jersey’s infamously crooked Action Park. The group performed there on August 31; on
September 2, Action Park closed permanently, unable to stave off creditors or personal injury
lawsuits. Perhaps Jerry Only had a plan to turn it all around. Maybe the Cannonball Loop would
have become the Crimson Ghost Portal to Hell. There’s a massive chance this is all coincidental,
that Action Park’s shuttering and Jerry Only’s proposed Misfits World exist with no overlap.
—The following exchange, briefly referenced in This Music Leaves Stains,
occurred between Glenn Danzig and a fan during an AOL Cyber Talk
on November 4, 1994:
FRNKRIZZO: How much do ya bench there tough guy?
DANZIG: Not much. I’m more into bodybuilding than weightlifting.
—In the early ‘90s, the magazine Kerrang! often compared Glenn Danzig to Henry Winkler’s
“Happy Days” character, dubbing Glenn “The Satanic Fonz” and “Fonzig.” This drove him
nuts, according to people in and around the know. Danzig couldn’t believe anyone could view
him that way and spent lots of time vocalizing his anger about it.
—There is circumstantial evidence to suggest Danzig had a nose job early in his career, possibly
when he was still a Misfit in the late ‘70s or early ‘80s. The headstock of a guitar accidentally
swung around and hit the singer, allegedly, necessitating the rhinoplasty. If this happened it is
almost irrelevant as it does not appear to have slowed Glenn’s rise to heavy metal Valhalla.
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When I was in tenth grade I drew a picture of Glenn Danzig that was semirealistic enough a class mate offered me $50 for it. I didn’t sell, possibly because I was fucking
insane but also because I assumed I’d need this drawing for my art portfolio. I thought I was
going to be an illustrator. That fell off when someone handed me a Ramones cassette.

The years have passed and while I’ve hung on to a lot of my drawings from way back when I
currently have no idea where I store this Glenn Danzig rendering. So in lieu of that monumental
finish, please enjoy some bullshit I made four years ago imagining what it would be like if the
Misfits circa 1981 were dinosaurs.

For commissions, e-mail jgreenejr at gmail dot com.
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Thanks to Mom, Amy, Lola, and Jason for the love and support.
Thanks to Brian for saying I look distinguished with a mustache.
Thanks to Hanes Boxer Briefs I can experience luxurious comfort at home or on the go.
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